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Thank you for your interest!

It is our mission to take these real world experiences, collaborative human resource practices, and successful
solutions and deliver exceptional products and services to assist in your success.

If you have a burning security, ethics, or employee investigation related challenge, task or project, we
have the experience and expertise to assist you in addressing and resolving it. Simply contact us for an
assessment and see how we can add value to your organization and contribute to your success.
If you are unsure of your needs, we can collaborate and conduct a no cost and no obligation
assessment. If it is determined that we can add value, then we will partner closely with you and
determine an appropriate pathway.
No matter the need, we offer a broad range of advisory and project management services to fit any
organization and any budget

We are currently assisting other clients with;














Implementing the SHRM Standard for Workplace Violence Prevention and Intervention
Developing employee investigation, ethics, tip line, and physical security programs
Developing supporting investigation and security policies, procedures, and business processes
Preparing for, responding to, and managing security incidents and sensitive employee
investigations
Developing insider threat / employee misconduct detection and investigation initiation processes
Training of employees in security, safety, and misconduct prevention
Employee or customer violence in the workplace threat assessments
Collaborating on sensitive or challenging employee misconduct matters or terminations
Planning and managing special event or executive security needs
Security equipment and investigation vendor assessment and selection
Facility or operational risk assessments / efficiency and effectiveness reviews
Development of security and investigative job descriptions and organizational objectives /
Please
call us atmetrics
925-822-2496 to find out how we can add exceptional value to your organization.
performance

